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Cassandra Muhammad author of ‘Poetry with a Passion’ is an amazing poet, Her book ‘Poetry
With A Passion!’ is about life. It is a book about love, relationships, children, success,
spirituality, and much more. The reader is sure to be uplifted after reading her book as her
poetry touches your soul.

“I am a spiritual person who believes in a higher power, I believe in one God, one People. We
have to have unity and love for one another if we plan to live the next 100 years. Armageddon is
right around the corner for the evil doers. I believe in peace and not war. God is giving us
warning signs everyday. The world right now has just about every plague in the scriptures
because we as a people continue to do evil. My biggest goal right now is to make a better life
for my family. We plan to go home to our roots (Africa) and live like the Queens and Kings that
we are. I want to live in a country where I am accepted for who I am and treated like the
Goddess that I am. There is a group of people that love to tell another group of people to go
back to Africa. Well don’t be disappointed if you look up one hot day and all of you ex-slaves are
gone. I don’t want to be in modern day Babylon when all hell breaks loose,” says Cassandra
Muhammad.

Visiting her MySpace page you can get a real look at who this amazing lady is and her words
can make the reader think and grow thru her insight.

Being as Cassandra Muhammad loves hip-hop and rap, she has a ‘tribute poem’ for Tupac
Shakur (2Pac) on her site that has got much feedback, as Tupac (2Pac) is truly misunderstood
by many in the mainstream world. She writes:

‘Tupac’ - A Black King Who had a message

Tupac made strong rap music about our heritage.

He came to this earth, at birth to bring knowledge.
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Gave the youth the truth and revelation, to uplift us out of this wicked habitation.

Tupac did not die in vain, his memory brings us Joy and not pain.

Tupacs vibration will live on through generations God bless him for our liberation

Copyright 2004-2006Cassandra Muhammad Much Love and Respect for Tupac Amaru Shakur
and his Mother Afeni Shakur. (*Used with permission).

Visit Cassandra Muhammad at http://www.myspace.com/passion1819

and order her book ‘Poetry With A Passion’ (80 pages; quality trade paperback (softcover);
catalogue #04-1918; ISBN 1-4120-4111-2) at http://www.trafford.com/robots/04-1918.html and
let her knowledge and words in.

You can contact Cassandra Muhammad at Cassandra1969@webtv.net
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